Atlantis guests enjoy complimentary access to Aquaventure, a 141-acre waterscape of thrilling water slides, river rides, pools and five miles of pristine beaches

WATER SLIDES & RIDES

Aquaventure, Atlantis Paradise Island’s water park, is a one-of-a-kind 141-acre waterscape. This non-stop aquatic thrill ride features over twenty million gallons of water, incredible Atlantean-themed towers, thrilling high-speed water slides, a mile-long river ride with rolling rapids and wave surges, 20 swimming areas, a spectacular kids water-play fort and 11 refreshing swimming pools. Aquaventure is connected by a lush, tropical environment that is both immersive and interconnected, and perfect for all vacationers, whether young and older. The water park offers an extreme level of excitement and delivers an “aqua” adventure unlike any other.

POWER TOWER

The 120-foot Power Tower offers guests four adrenaline-inducing water slides. The Abyss body slide begins with a 50-foot near vertical drop into darkness through a 200-foot long body slide through waterfalls and in-and-out of the Tower’s darkness, ultimately ends in an underground lair of prehistoric alligator gars. A water-propelled conveyor takes tube riders to The Drop where they can spiral down through the Tower’s dark center or to The Falls, where riders can drop 58 feet to ground level before shooting up again through twisting tubes. The tallest tube ride, starting at the Tower’s top level, The Surge features a camel back drop into a cavern which ends in a flash flood!

THE RAPIDS RIVER

A mile long river journey with four-foot waves, pushes inner tube riders through a densely landscaped, tropical jungle of rapids, underground tunnels, tidal waves and Power Tower slides. Tube riders never have to leave their tubes to access the water slides. Children under 48” are allowed in the river but must wear a life vest and be accompanied by an adult. Guests must be 48” to ride the slides.

MAYAN TEMPLE

You can climb the towering 6-story Mayan Temple and plunge down one of its 5 water slides. If you are particularly daring, The Leap of Faith will propel you down a 60-foot nearly vertical drop before you pass through a clear acrylic tunnel submerged in a shark-filled lagoon. Also experience one of the 2 Challenger high-speed dual slides and race a friend to the bottom. Take a thrilling high-speed safari on the adventurous Jungle Slide. Or travel on an inner tube through the blackness of the Temple’s core as you ride down the 5-story corkscrew Serpent Slide before floating through a clear tunnel in the shark-filled lagoon.

LAZY RIVER RIDE

During this relaxing quarter-mile ride which meanders through tropical landscaping, you will be carried along on an inner tube by a soothing current. Located outside The Beach.
**POOLS & BEACHES**

This unparalleled waterscape offers resort guests more than 20 swimming areas and 11 refreshing and distinctly different pools, including three kids pools.

---

**THE BEACH**

Closest to the Atlantis Beach, here you will find the zero-entry River Pool, Lazy River Ride and Poseidon’s Kid’s Pool & Play Area.

---

**THE CORAL**

The Coral Pool offers a sparkling new poolscape dedicated to multi-generational fun with stunning family cabanas, swim-up popsicle/beverage bar and pool volleyball. While Paradise Lagoon offers water toys and a 7-acre snorkeling lagoon and Atlantis Beach is steps away.

---

**THE ROYAL**

Bask in the Bahamian sun by the Royal Baths Pool, the zero-entry Mayan Temple Pool, Splashers and Ripples Kids Pool & Slides and South Paradise Lagoon and Beach. Or enjoy one of two of the newest pools at Atlantis — The Baths Colonnade zero-entry pool located opposite Cove Beach or Grotto Pool nearest to the Hospitality Center. Nearby West Beach is the center for all Atlantean planned activities.
POOLS & BEACHES

THE COVE
Exclusive to adult guests 18+ of The Cove, the recently renovated Cove Pool offers an adults-only experience with four multi-level pools, 20 private cabanas, stylish daybeds, live DJ’s and outdoor gaming. Dedicated cabana butlers offer guests spa treatments, complimentary tea, coffee, both flat and sparkling water, and a daily copy of The New York Times.

THE REEF
CASCADES FAMILY POOL
Exclusive to guests of The Cove and The Reef, Cascades is a zero-entry pool formed by a cascading waterfall. The pool is open to guests of all ages, and concierge service is provided.